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Backgammon Masters+ (Package Name: com.kb.mobfree) is developed by 2KB LLC and the latest version of Backgammon Masters Online 1.7.70 was updated on June 16, 2022. Backgammon Masters Online is in the category of Board. You can check all apps from the developer of Backgammon Masters Online and find 200 alternative apps to
Backgammon Masters Online on Android. Currently this app is for free. This app can be downloaded on Android 4.1+ on APKFab or Google Play. All APK/XAPK files on APKFab.com are original and 100% safe with fast download. Want to learn how to play backgammon wherever you go? You are in luck!Backgammon Masters is an aesthetically
pleasing game for online and single player backgammon. Enjoy the ancient board game in crisp, modern graphics on your smartphone or tablet!All board game fans will appreciate the easy to use interface, detailed visuals and many features. There is something for everybody! You can personalise your profile, challenge online players, make bets,
gammon opponents, participate in tournaments, chat live, find new friends and learn all the tricks of this ancient and exciting board game!Want to play with friends and family?Easy! Play with your friends in hotseat mode, organise tournaments and improve your skill!Out on a trip and have no internet connection?Just challenge our AI in any
backgammon style you wish! One match will take you only 5 to 30 minutes.Backgammon Masters supports many styles of backgammon:Classic backgammon - the core of the game.Narde (Nardi) - very popular in Russia. Longer play, since you can't hit opponent's checkers. Tavla (Tavli or Turkish Backgammon) - popular in Turkey. Very similar to
backgammon with some rule differences regarding checker play.Nackgammon - variation invented by Nack Ballard with 2 differences from the original game.Old English Backgammon - a style popular in United Kingdom.Despite the game's old age millions of people all around the world still enjoy this fantastic board game and its variations up to this
day.Join and become a true Master of Backgammon!Game Features: 5 backgammon styles: Backgammon, Narde, Nackgammon, Old English and Tavla 3 game modes: Online game, against AI and Hotseat 100% fair and completely random dice rolls Option to check dice fairness in the game in your profile and on the server 6 beautiful boards: Classic,
Metal, 10,000BC, Profi, Casino and White Crocodile! 2 difficulty levels in game vs AI Daily tournaments in Backgammon, Narde, Tavla and Nackgammon Extensive statistics for the last match Share your success on Facebook or Twitter! Highlighting of available moves Find new friends and opponents in global chat! Elo score support and skill levels
for players. Can you reach the top? Free and regular updates! Collect daily free bonus coins! Multi language support: Russian, German and Turkish translations! Cross-platform support for Android, iOS and macOS devices!★ Best part? The game is FREE! So download and start playing today! ★Like us and follow us for the latest news, updates and
free oﬀers:➡ �� �� �� you enjoy Backgammon Masters, leave us a rating! We listen to our players and work constantly to improve the game and make it better. The game downloads the necessary resources up to 100 MB in the first start. - Improved design of main menu- Improved emotes- Fixed some errors Read More “The game is exactly what
a backgammon app should be. It has a great look, detailed instructions, and is faithful to the original game. The number of match-making offerings is impressive and the controls are easy to use.” — 148apps “To put it simply, Backgammon Masters is one gorgeous looking application.” — TheiPhoneAppReview Backgammon Masters is a wonderfully
executed game of backgammon in medieval style. It has very simple and easy to use interface for real fans of this popular board game! Backgammon is one of the oldest board games in the world, beginnings of which date back to more than 5000 years. Despite its old age millions of people all around the world enjoy this game up to this day. Play with
friends, organize tournaments and improve your skill! One match will only take you 5 to 30 minutes. Features: ● 5 backgammon styles: Backgammon, Narde, Nackgammon, Old English and Tawla ● 5 game modes: Online game, Bluetooth peer-to-peer, against AI, Hotseat and Game Center ● 100% fair and completely random dice rolls ● Option to
check dice fairness in the game ●6 beautiful boards: Classic, Metal, 10,000BC, Profi, Casino and White Crocodile! ● 2 difficulty levels in game vs AI ● Full Game Center Support (16 achievements, ability to play with friends and a leader board) ● Daily tournaments in backgammon and narde ● Extensive match statistics. ● Share your success on
Facebook or Twitter! ● Find new friends and opponents in global chat! ● Elo score support and skill levels for players. Can you reach the top? ● Free updates! ● Highlighting available moves, Undo function, Online Chat and much, much more. ● DICE+ support Click here to download free version of the game! Try the HD version for iPad!
Screenshots [nggallery id=9]Page 2 Page 3 Dear players, we invite you to take part in public beta test of the new app version for Android. Use the link below to join as a tester. Thank you for taking part! ? Click here to join public beta test. We published hotfix for Android-users.It includes only fix of app launching crash.Links:Download Backgammon
Masters 1.7.65 for free Fixed: App crush upon launch Bug which caused checkers and other board elements to disappear Bug which caused online game to crash Bug which prompted internet connection in offline “Practice” mode Keyboard glitches in the account login window Improved: ads display spam protection in main chat Links:Download
Backgammon Masters 1.7.64 for free Dear players from Russia! You must be aware what is going on and that paid apps and in-app purchases in AppStore and PlayStore using bank card payment are not possible within borders of Russian Federation. Fortunately, there is another payment method using mobile phone. It can be used to make purchases
in AppStore (store for iPhone, iPad, Mac). If you haven’t enabled it yet, do so now. We’ve prepared a tutorial below: Firstly, open “Settings”. Tap on your account name. 2. Tap on “Payment & Shipping”. 3. Tap on “Add Payment Method”. 4. Tap on “Mobile Phone” 5. Tap “Submit” If there are any added cards in the “Payment method” section, we
suggest removing them, since you can’t use them for purchases anyway and they can prevent purchase via “Mobile Phone” method. To do this tap on each card and remove it. Please note that current method works for MTS, Beeline, MegaFon и YOTA. APPLE documentation also indicates Tele2, but we haven’t been able to confirm it. Please try it out,
maybe it will work for you. Please also note that upon making the purchase you have to have the necessary credit on Mobile Phone balance. Topping up mobile balance can be easily done in mobile application of any bank. Thank you and stay safe! Change list: several cases of app crashingplayers being erroneously kicked out of the tournament during
the gameincorrect font display on some devices (especially Android tablets)a sound bug when viewing ads a bug where friend invite bonus was not fully credited Links: Download version 1.7.62 for Android for free ? Dear Android ? users, we apologize for a long waiting, but currently it doesn’t depend on us. We made a temporary solution for those
Android users who are experiencing a problem with the update. If you are one, please, download the updated app from the link below. Download 1.7.60 for Android for free Here is a short instruction on how to install the app. We are pleased to announce that work on update 1.7.60 is completed! ? The update required lots of work and includes mostly
technical improvements, which, while hidden from the players’ eyes, are incredibly important. Firstly, we developed a new mechanism for working with game resources (graphics, sounds) and updating them. The app has increased in size upon starting (when downloaded from the AppStore); however, it carries necessary resources. When connecting
to the server, resources will not be downloaded fully, but only when something has been changed. This applies to iOS and macOS versions; for Android, nothing has changed. We also added a new friend invite system. Now it pays to have friends! Invite friends and play together! The friend invite button can be found in two places: in the friend’s
section of the game lobby and in the “Bonus coins” section of the shop. This section will contain all possible ways to get additional coins. We also updated the graphics of the shop. Hopefully, you will like it! For each invited friend who hasn’t played “Backgammon Masters” before, the player will get 1000 gold coins and the invited friend – 500 gold
coins. We also fixed tons of both major and minor bugs. We have improved the technical part of the project, preparing it for future updates that will enhance the gaming experience and add many new and exciting things. We are always with you! Keep following the news. ? Full change list for version 1.7.60: The shop has been updatedChanged shop
functioningThe “Friend invite!” mechanism has been updated. When adding a friend via the invite link, your friend gets 1000 gold coins, and you get 500. Each player can acquire up to 5000 gold coins by inviting their friends to the game.Added friend invite section, which opens upon clicking the “Invite” button under the friend list and in the shop,
where you can also acquire a friend invite bonusAdded notification window informing if the invited friend has entered the gameUpdated the mechanism for updating graphical resourcesAdded initial graphic resources when downloading the appUpdated sound playbackRemoved Bluetooth section and ability to play via BluetoothFixed a bug affecting
game speedFixed a bug upon opening a chestFixed bugs in the tournament notification panelFixed a graphical error in the tournament notification panelFixed error connecting to AppStore with disabled DNSFixed a bug with incorrect push notification processingFixed a bug in the shop with disappearing text on the Reward Video object
buttonChanged account linking sectionChanged button animationFixed bug upon displaying the “Back” buttonFixed Facebook loginFixed error when there is no data displayed in statisticsFixed a bug where photo selection was blocked during account registrationFixed a graphical error in the “V – Victory” animationRemoved network elements during
practice game when there is no connection to the serverFixed a graphical error in chat caused by the keyboardFixed a bug upon repeated pressing of the match view buttonFixed a bug in the text fieldUpdated font indentsFixed sound notification playback when receiving a new messageFixed a bug where the icon on the tournaments tab did not
disappear upon disconnect from the serverFixed app crash when adding a friendChanged the behaviour of adding friends in chatFixed a bug with random special offer appearance in the shopAdded notification upon successful purchase restorationFixed temporary freezing of the app when logging outFixed app behaviour when turning on AirMode or
turning off WiFiFixed a message when playing a gold game with a friend who has insufficient goldFixed crash when inviting a friend to a gold gameFixed bug when connecting to TwitterFixed a bug due to which other people’s photos were mistakenly displayed in the chatFixed a bug displaying player’s photo in chat when the photo is pending
approvalUpdated account block windowUpdated web browser windowsFixed a bug when disconnecting during a practice gameUpdated notification windowsAltered the left game panelUpdated stone background graphicsFixed app freezing when linking to 2KB IDFixed bug in the text field when linking to 2KB IDFixed application crash when changing
localisationAdded missing font characters for Turkish and GermanChanged the greetings window after registrationFixed application crash when clicking on the 2KB icon in the “Help” sectionFixed bug with overlapping background musicUpdated articles in the “Help” sectionAdded “NEW” badge on new items in the storeAdded a notification window
when changing the nameFixed text display in dice roll statistics In macOS: Fixed a bug where message didn’t get sent when clicking “Enter” if an emoji was selected In Android: Fixed crash upon updating pictureFixed crash during shop purchaseFixed a bug when starting the application in AirModeAdded preview of the uploaded picture Links:
Download 1.7.60 for Android for free Dear friends, The New Year is approaching very soon.May Lady Luck cheer you in 2022.And may your games be victorious, too.Whether among friends or in solitude,Allow for this moment to be joyful to you.While we keep toiling to bring updates on cue. All of us, young or old,Wish for a miracle to unfold.Join the
game in online mode,Find a gift for you to behold.Let fun and warmth fill your home.With thousand friends around the globe. Warmest greetings,The developers We are glad to welcome you again! We have prepared an update that fixes many significant and minor bugs and also adds in-game notifications. We also improved the network protocol to
improve the connection to game server. We are working tirelessly and preparing major changes for you in the near future. Enjoy the game! Change list 1.7.53: Improve network connection with the serverAdded system message and friend message notifications. Notifications appear in the upper left corner on all screens and on top of all elements.
Notifications will trigger sound and vibration. By default, notifications are enabled for all friends. Notifications can be disabled individually for each friend in the chat settings with that friend. In the future, we will add an option that allows disabling of all notifications altogether.Removed ability to unlink account from social network or 2KB ID. This
was implemented, because some players misunderstood the objective of this feature and lost access to their accounts. Now you can unlink your account from the social network or email (2KB ID) by contacting technical support.Fixed bug upon clearing chat- Fixed incorrect notification bug during beginning of tourneyFixed ad banner bug which in
some cases prevented “skip” button from workingFixed bug in gallery which prevented removing of a sticker or diceFixed notification bug for MacFixed bug which displayed an empty statistics windowFixed bug of game crashing from regular games if a tourney began. Now the player will get a notification to decide if they want to leave the game and
participate in tourney.Fixed a graphical bug upon resetting the nameFixed a bug where the game lobby was loading indefinitelyFixed a display bug on Mac when several monitors were connectedFixed a Mac bug upon using arrow keys to navigate the cursorFixed minor bugs Long awaited update 1.7.50 is here! We reworked the bonus system and
now you will be able to get bonus more frequently! Authorisation system was also reworked, from now on logins are saved and synced across all devices belonging to same iCloud and Google account. You can play on one device and continue on another without wasting time logging in, from now on it will all be automatic. We also fixed various bugs. In
the near future we will add important and interesting changes that we have been working on for quite a while. Change list 1.7.50: iPhone 12 supportBonus system changes. Bonuses can be acquired more frequently by watching ads. You can find bonus button in the shopAuthorisation system has been redoneVarious small bugs have been fixed
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